Maryland Precision Spring (MPS), an MW Industries company, is a full-service manufacturer of custom coiled springs, constant and variable force springs, stamped and formed metal parts, reel retrievers, slideline pusher systems for POP displays, and precision disc springs. Our products are manufactured with a well-trained and experienced workforce, utilize tools designed and built in-house for ultimate quality control, and are supported with strong customer service experience.

We believe in partnerships to produce the highest-quality, most cost-effective parts for every customer. MPS offers engineering assistance, prototyping, small lot runs, and high volume production capabilities. Every precision metal part and wire form is manufactured from CNC coilers and state-of-the-art rotary-slide, multi-slide, and four-slide forming machines.
CONSTANT & VARIABLE FORCE SPRINGS

Constant Force Springs

Constant Force Springs provide a smooth and efficient force for moving products in POP (point-of-purchase) slide trays, regardless of whether the trays are made of plastic, wire, or corrugated material.

Variable Force Springs

Variable Force Springs are recommended for applications where a stronger force is initially required to move the product. As the product is removed, the variable force spring automatically adjusts to the lighter load and provides a smooth presentation of the product.

Both springs take up very little space, are economical, and easy to assemble.

Standard spring ends available.

SLIDELINE PUSHER SYSTEMS

Slideline Pusher Systems maintain appealing merchandise displays by utilizing spring tension that automatically repositions the product. They can be customized to fit any shelf size and fixture configuration.

REEL RETRIEVERS & MINI REELS

The Reel Retriever is a device which offers theft deterrence and customer convenience for POP displays. A compact box which is securely fastened to a display contains a spring-loaded, retracting cable assembly. The reusable cable is positively attached to the product, allowing customers to handle products in stores while the products remain secure and displays are kept in order.

The Mini Reel is our small profile solution for projects requiring maximum security with minimum space. The compact design has a slim profile that provides the same security as our full size Reel Retriever.

Constant and Variable Force Springs.

LASER MARKINGS

Laser etching provides clear marking for projects that have multiple springs or for long running projects that need quick end-user identification.

Our high-speed lasers can etch alpha, numeric, bar codes, logos, and graphics on your springs during the manufacturing process.

SAMPLE KITS

Samples of our product line are available in various Sample Kits, free of charge, to assist you in designing your next in-store project. We can also assist you in selecting the right spring. Send us samples of your trays and product and we can then select the right spring for your application or design.
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MARYLAND PRECISION SPRING OFFERS
CUSTOM DESIGN ASSISTANCE
for springs, reel retrievers, and ends
FREE SAMPLES & SAMPLE KITS
always in stock and available for immediate shipment
FLEXIBLE & COST-EFFECTIVE
production capabilities - manufacture any quantity, from a few to millions
QUICK TURNAROUND
on quotes
THE FASTEST LEAD TIMES
in the industry

MARYLAND PRECISION SPRING
Maryland Precision Spring (MPS), a location of MW Industries, Inc., is a full-service manufacturer of custom coiled springs, constant and variable force springs, stamped and formed metal parts, reel retrievers, slideline pusher systems for POP displays, and precision disc springs. Our products are manufactured with a well-trained and experienced workforce, utilize tools designed and built in-house for ultimate quality control, and are supported with strong customer service experience.

We believe in partnerships to produce the highest-quality, most cost-effective parts for every customer. MPS offers engineering assistance, prototyping, small lot runs, and high volume production capabilities. Every precision metal part and wire form is manufactured from CNC coilers and state-of-the-art rotary-slide, multi-slide, and four-slide forming machines.

MW INDUSTRIES, INC.
MW Industries, Inc. is the world’s leading manufacturer of highly-engineered industrial springs, fasteners, bellows, and related metal components. With several manufacturing locations throughout the United States, MW Industries designs and creates products for a variety of industries, including medical, aerospace, energy, and automotive. Our products can be encountered in many everyday applications, such as driving a car, flying in an airplane, using electronics, or shopping at a grocery store. Through decades of growth, innovation, and dedication, MW Industries has proven to be a world-class supplier of custom springs, fasteners, and precision metal components.

Across a myriad of industries and applications, we’ve created the most diverse product line available. Our innovations become the strength, speed, and durability that you need in your applications. We’ve earned a reputation for - and built our business on - delivering the most technologically innovative and durable products.

We empower innovation. We engineer value.

APPLICATIONS
SECURE PRODUCT DISPLAYS
Electronic displays
(cell phones, cameras, tablets)
Cosmetics displays
(perfume, lip stick, nail polish)
Supermarket displays
(deli, pet food, pharmaceuticals)
POINT-OF-PURCHASE PRODUCT DISPLAYS
Supermarket/convenience store displays
(tobacco, beverages, candy)

MARYLAND PRECISION SPING SPRINGS & ASSEMBLIES FOR PRODUCT DISPLAY APPLICATIONS
Constant & Variable Force Springs • Reel Retrievers & Mini Reels • Slideline Pusher Systems • Laser Markings • Sample Kits

MARYLAND PRECISION SPRING
Springs & Assemblies for Product Display Applications

We need more information or want to discuss your application? Contact Maryland Precision Spring at:
(410) 391-7400 • sales@mw-ind.com

Maryland Precision Spring
8900 Keizo Drive, Baltimore, MD 21221
(410) 391-7400 • info@mw-ind.com • www.mw-ind.com
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